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Computer Lab „Molecular Dynamics“ 
 
Task I : Melting and Solidification of  Cu 
 
The aim of this task is to study the properties (energy, volume etc.) of an ensemble of atoms 
(“material”) interacting via many-body potentials representing Cu (see F. Cleri, V. Rosato, 
Physical Review B 48, 22 (1993) ). For this purpose, we will use a set of programs running on 
the Linux workstations. These programs are: 

a) The molecular dynamics code called “mdnpt” 
This will read an ASCII (i.e. plain text) input file named mdnptinput and perform a 
simulation according to the parameters given in this file. It may generate a new 
configuration file specifying positions and velocities of each atom, or read an already 
existing one. Then it will perform the simulation and generate two outputs: 

- a text output stating the actual values of time, temperature, energy and volume 
- a series of configurational “snapshot” files which may be analysed later or 

used as starting configurations for further simulations 
b) The plot program “gnuplot” 
This is a universal public domain 2d and 3d plot program. It reads the data from the 
configuration or other files and plots them according to the specifications given on-line. It 
may generate an output file of the plots in the postscript format which can be stored and 
printed to any postscript printer. We will use this program to view and analyse the data as 
well as the configuration files. 
c) The x-ray simulation program “intcalc” 
This program will read a configuration file and generate a plot which is similar to the X-
ray scattering curve obtained by a “real” diffraction experiment. The scattering curves can 
then be compared with each other to give you a better impression about the average 
structure and structural features of solid and liquid materials.  
 

You can download the source codes (in C) of these programs (from the lecture web page) and 
convert them into executable code by compilation; the command sequence for that is                   
cc  –lm  mdnpt.c  –o  mdnpt         (bold types denote commands) 
which will transform the source code file mdnpt.c into an executable named mdnpt,  
and likewise for incalc.c (gnuplot is already available on the pool PCs). 
In the following, the individual parts of the task are explained in a step by step manner.  
 
1. Determine the potential energy and volume as a function of temperature during a 
heating cycle 
- start with a 500 atom fcc cell run; your mdnptinput file should look like this : 
 
test300K      ---- this is the name of the input configuration file 
test300K   ---- output configuration file, stored with increasing number appended test300K1, ..K2, … 
300         ---  temperature in Kelvin 
1.37E-020 19.6E-020 10.96 2.278 2.556E-10 --- interaction parameters for RGL potential   
500 5.0E-10 6.0E-10       --- # of particles, cut-off radius of potential, list radius 
0.064            --- atomic  mass in kg/mol 
18.0e-10 1e8 100000      ---  linear box size L in m, piston mass, pressure in Pa 
1e-15         --- time step in seconds 
10 1000 1   --- # steps for averaging, result printing and storage; total # steps =10x1000x1 
Y    --- if Y: new configuration, N: use already existing input file given above 
5     --- number of fcc unit cells along each box direction 
 
- this will generate a new 500 atom fcc Cu configuration at temperature T = 300K 
- run it with:  mdnpt  >  outputfilename  &   ( the blank spaces are important, too !) 
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  this will run the md simulation in the background (&) and write two outputs: 
   -   the results file named outputfilename (choose different and systematic names, e.g. 
test300Kout) 
   -   the output configuration file test300K1 ( only one output configuration generated here) 
   
- continue with the output file test300K1 as input file at elevated temperature, e.g.  400 K : 
 
test300K1 
test400K 
400 
1.37E-020 19.6E-020 10.96 2.278 2.556E-10  
500 5.0E-10 6.0E-10 
0.064 
18.0e-10 1e8 100000 
1e-15 
10 1000 1 
N           ---  very important : start with previous (old) configuration 
5 
  
Notice that this will start with the previous configuation test300K1 and generate a new one 
named test400K1; run it with “mdnpt  >  test400Kout  &  “(return)  (or choose any other 
result file name);  
 
- continue in this way until temperature  T = 2000 K; alternatively you may use the shellscript 
file heat ; type in (commands in bold , parameters normal typeface) 
           heat  test  300  1900 100  mdnptinputold  
 which will generate  new mdnptinput files and run the simulation  as decribed in the 
“mdnptinputold”  (which you create by copying an mdnptinput file) parameter file in steps of 
100K. Note that the “mdnptinputold” file must have a “N” set in line 10 so that it can read 
existing configuration files. The name of the file series is “test”+T+1 (or whatever name you 
specify), and you must copy an old starting configuration to “test3001”  in this example (the 
expected starting configuration file name is “(file series name)+(first temperature)+1” ). 
(Note: a shellscript does not need to be compiled before running, unlike C program code) 
 
- determine the average values of E and V for each temperature by inspection of the result 
files with  gnuplot :  
    - start gnuplot by typing gnuplot (return) 
    - typing  plot “test300Kout” using 1:3   shows the potential energy as a function of 
simulation time; use the same name as for the text output redirection file  ( > command) 
    - estimate the average value for the late stages of the simulation 
    - plot “test300Kout" using 1:4       shows the volume; estimate the average 
    - plot “test300Kout” using 1:2       shows the kinetic energy  
    - plot [0:20e-10][0:20e-10] “test300K1” using 1:2    shows the atomic projection 
      ( the parameters in [ ] are the plot ranges) 
    - splot [0:20e-10][0:20e-10][0:20e-10] “test300K1” using 1:2:3                   shows a 3-d 
view of configuration file (try image rotation) 
     
- generate  plots of E and V vs. T by writing a 3-column file (1st T, 2nd E, 3rd V) and 
viewing the data with gnuplot 
 
- to generate a postscript output file from gnuplot: 
  - set terminal postscript 
  - set output "filename" 
  - replot 
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  - set output 
- set terminal 
 

Compare the melting point with the literature value of Cu.  
 
2. Look at the X-ray scattering of the Cu using the intcalc program 
 
- run intcalc : 
  - type intcalc (return) 
  - specify input configuration filename 
  - specify output file name (e.g. just add .int extension for identification) 
 
The transition to the melt can easily be observed from the output files using gnuplot by the 
disappearance of the sharp Bragg peaks. However, you will notice that one broad peak 
remains, which stems from the remaining short range order in the liquid.  
Compare the structure factors using gnuplot; at which temperature does the material melt ?  
Compare that temperature to the melting temperature determined from your plot of E/V vs. T. 
   
3. Measure a cooling curve down to T = 300 K 
 
- use a molten configuration as a starting configuration  
- reduce the temperature stepwise (e.g. 2000 K – 1900K -  ....) 
- find average E and V values (remember to use "fresh" file names e.g. extension "c" for 
cooling) 
- add the new data points to your E/V vs T plot, use line drawing in gnuplot: 
     - plot "filename" using 1:2 with lines    should plot the average E during heating and 
subsequent cooling cycle 
 
Make sure that you always use a previously generated configuration file, not a freshly 
generated one ( i.e. set the new conf variable in the mdnptinput to “N”). You can use the heat 
shellscript again by typing heat testc 2000 300  –100 mdnptinputold , which will generate a 
series of testc configuration files. You must copy an existing configuration file to testc2001 as 
a starting file in this example. 
You will notice that the heating and the cooling curves differ very much below the melting 
temperature. How can one explain this result?  How does this compare with a “real world”  
cooling procedure, i.e. solidification of a Cu melt ?  
In addition, calculate the coefficient of thermal expansion α= 1/L dL/dT from the simulation 
results and compare it with the literature value for Cu ! 
 
4. Try to isothermally crystallize the material by extending the simulation to longer time  
 
- start from an undercooled configuration of the cooling cycle (i.e. T < Tm, but not yet 
crystalline; a good choice it the 800 K configuration from the cooling cycle) 
- look at E and V as a function of time at constant T ; crystallization can be recognized from a 
sudden decrease of  E an V ( you will probably need to wait about 200 ps or more ) 
- investigate the atomic configuration by visual inspection (gnuplot)  
- calculate the structure factor 
 
Compare  the structure factor of the as crystallized material with the "old" structure factor 
data for the materials during the heating cycle at the same temperature. Discuss the 
differences ! 


